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"I was never meant to fit in. I was born to stand out" 

                            - Mary Gaohlee Thao 

Primus Inter Pares. 

This Latin phrase means First Among Equals. This is what BPI Asset  Management is all about. 

The banking industry is a very tight and competitive market, and this scenario holds even truer for the asset 

management and trust industry. Asset management and trust institutions are operating on the same environment, 

fighting for the same clients, and offering the same set of products.  So, what makes BPI Asset Management 

different from its competitors? People say that it is prudent in managing funds, has historically shown consistent 

returns and is customer centric. But isn't this the trend in the industry? 

Perhaps, what makes BPI Asset Management first among equals is its virtual advantage - BPI Investments Online 

(IOL) and BPI Asset Management online (www.bpiassetmanagement.com). 

BPI Asset Management is proud to have the country's first full-service online investment facility. IOL is for individuals 

who would like to apply for, subscribe or redeem any Investment Funds managed by BPI and its subsidiaries. Using 

the IOL platform, investors have the opportunity to assess their risk profile and learn about the most suitable 

combination of investment assets for them.  The daily Net Asset Value per Unit/Share (NAVPU/NAVPS), the Monthly 

Fund Performance Reports and the latest market value of their investment account are also available online for 

investors' easy monitoring of funds.  Since subscriptions and redemptions can also be done online, clients do not 

need to go to the branch to make additional placements or redeem their investments. 

Furthermore, clients who would like to invest regularly can enroll their investment funds to the Regular Subscription 

Plan (RSP). RSP allows the clients to nominate a regular subscription amount for a periodic purchase of units/shares 

to their chosen investment fund either on a monthly or a quarterly basis. This is BPI Asset Management's initiative to 

help the busy and hardworking investors who have no time to go to the branch to subscribe, or lack the discipline to 

invest regularly.  

Unlike a one-time investment subscription, the RSP facility allows clients to experience the benefits of cost 

averaging. Cost averaging allows a client to buy more units when price per unit is low and fewer units when price 

per unit is high. This effectively normalizes fluctuations in price.  

For individual or institutional investors who are maintaining a Trust, Investment Management or Custody account 

with BPI Asset Management, monthly and quarterly financial statements of their accounts can be viewed and 

downloaded online through the BPI Asset Management online's reports.   

Moreover, the BPI Asset Management website provides market research updates, wealth advisory articles and the 

freshest business news with just a click of a mouse.  

With a world that runs fast and communicates beyond known borders, BPI Asset Management knows that extending 

banking hours or days may not be enough. Giving investors access to investments anytime, anywhere is a more 

superior service. It is the kind of service that is a cut above the rest. This is what makes BPI Asset Management first 

among equals. 

Sources : Bloomberg, PDEx, BPI Asset Management The Morning View, BPI Asset Management Market Wrap Up, BPI Asset Management The 
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